
 

Spring 2015  – Spch 1311 – M/W 

CROP Hunger Walk Service Learning Project 
Problem Solving Group Assignment 

 
 

Objectives: This assignment will give you firsthand experience at working in a team environment, problem 
solving within a group, and introduce students to speaking in public about important global issues.  It is also a 
service learning project which is designed to blend community service with academic instruction.  Students will 
provide a service to the community through the non-profit organization, CROP Hunger Walk, and will then write 
a critical analysis of their experience as it relates to course objectives.    
 
Overview: This assignment consists of five parts.   
  

1. Part I, independently analyze an assigned topic using John Dewey’s Problem Solving Method (Steps to 
Reflective Thinking) and submit your work in a formal summary.  Preparing this outline in advance of 
the group discussion allows you to analyze, research, brainstorm, and identify potential solutions for the 
discussion topic prior to your group meeting.  (25 pts) 
 

****** PART ONE IS DUE Monday, February 16th 

 

2. Part II, meet with your group and discuss the problem using John Dewey’s Steps to Reflective Thinking.  
Each group should determine a final solution to the problem.  Your participation in the group will be 
observed and scored using the “Competent Group Communicator Evaluation Form.” (15 pts) 
 

3. Part III, work with your group to create a topic poster and educational activity for use at the CROP 
Walk.   (15 pts).  Due: 2/23/15. 
 

4. Part IV, participate in the CROP Walk on Sunday, March 1st (1:15 pm – 5:00 pm). (35 pts) 
 

5. Part V, write a critical reflection paper.  (10 pts).  Due Wed., 3/4.  
 

 
 
Guidelines and Details for each part:  
  

Part I – (25 pts)  Individual Problem-Solving Research. (Due Mon., 2/16/15) – In order to 

prepare for your small group problem solving project you must educate yourself regarding your problem 

solving topic.  The first part of the project is to research and read a minimum of three research articles 

related to your assigned topic.  Prepare a typed summary sheet of all three articles together, attach a 

bibliography, and bring it class on Mon., 2/16.   
 

In the summary sheet, use bullet points to identify the following factors.  Use your class notes to make sure you 

are on the right track.  Label each section in your summary.  Combine all your articles into the one summary. 

 Duration of the problem – How long has the problem existed? When did it begin?  Identify any trends. 

 Causes of the problem – Why is the problem occurring?  Identify at least three contributing causes for a 

minimum passing grade. 

 Effects of the problem – Why should people care about the problem?  What’s the big deal?  Identify at 

least three effects for a minimum passing grade. 

 Possible solutions to the problem – Identify a minimum of at least three possible solutions to the 

problem. They can be from either the research articles or your own ideas. 

 

Prepare a formal bibliography for the three articles, using MLA or APA style.  Cite the appropriate article next 

to each bullet point.  You may either use footnotes or just put the author’s name next to the bullet point. The 

articles may not be from Wikipedia, e-how, About.com, or any personal blogs.  Avoid the first article that 



comes up on Google.com, everyone will have the same article if not.   The summary sheet and bibliography 

must be typed.  Provide enough information with each bullet point so that I can understand your idea.  Use 

complete sentences if needed for each bullet point.  Refer to http://qofp.com/links_bio.htm or 

http://www.fcps.edu/KeyMS/library/bibliography.html for help with the bibliography format. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part II – Small Group Meeting (15 pts) 
 

As a group, during your assigned class time, apply steps 1-5 of Dewey’s “Steps to Problem Solving” to your topic.  

During the meeting your group will have 30 minutes to generate possible solutions to the problem and pick a final 

solution based upon the criteria given to the group.  Materials from class lecture and the textbook should guide the group’s 

work. 

 

 The group will have 10-15 minutes to generate possible solutions using the Nominal Group Technique or by using 

the standard brainstorming technique.  All rules must be followed for either of the techniques used.   

 Review stated criteria below before you begin 

 Use the white board to track all ideas 

 List as many ideas as you can 

 DO NOT DISCUSS suggested solutions as they are recorded on the board. 

 DO NOT EVALUATE suggested solutions as they are recorded on the board. 

 Have balanced participation.  Your grade depends upon you sharing possible solutions. 

 

 After you have brainstormed, your group will then spend the next 10-15 minutes discussing and selecting a final 

solution. 

 In order to be successful, the group must test every possible idea generated against the established criteria.  

 Be systematic and carefully use the stated criteria to narrow down the possibilities. 

 Be thorough in the way that you use the stated criteria to narrow. 

 Examine pros/cons of each possible solution, using only criteria to judge them. 

 Refine, modify, edit your options accordingly. 

 Have balanced participation as you discuss. Pay attention to the social and task roles discussed in class. 

 

 You are to then review and discuss your solutions to create a final solution that best meets the stated criteria. The 

group should reach a consensus regarding the final solution. 

 
 
 

Due:  Both individual homework assignments (research summary & bibliography are due Monday, 
2/16/15.  The group meetings will take place in class 2/23 and 2/25.  There is no make up for this 
assignment if you miss your group’s day. 
  

Your topic and group number is attached.  

10:30 am 

Group T:  Rural poverty in Georgia (the country, not state ) 

Group H:  Child labor in Uruguay (scavenging in garbage dumps) 

Group A:  Food insecurity/malnutrition in Honduras 

Group N:  Poverty leads to obesity in United States. 
 

12:00 pm 

Group K:  Hunger and malnutrition in Tanzania 

Group Y: Access to clean water in Cambodia 

Group O:  Slow recovery from the Haiyan(2013) and Hagupit (2014) typhoons 

Group U:  Children obtaining education in Kenya 
 

You may not participate in the group meeting if you do not have your research summary and  bibliography 

2/16/15. 

http://qofp.com/links_bio.htm
http://www.fcps.edu/KeyMS/library/bibliography.html
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Competent Group Communicator Evaluation Form 

 
Name _______________________________________________ 

 
The following rating system will be used to assess your individual performance during the problem-solving meeting:     

(3) Excellent,  (2) Adequate, (1) Problematic. Your score is based upon the overall degree to which you effectively 

achieve each of the elements listed below. 

 

Everyone starts out with an “adequate” rating.  Each time a positive behavior/contribution is made you move up one level 

for that category.  Each time a negative behavior is demonstrated you move down one level for that category. 

 

Criterion                                  3       2       1        

 Contribute 2 possible solutions for the problem during 

brainstorming.  (>2 raises grade, <2 lowers grade) 

 

   

 Does not violate the rules of brainstorming.  

 

   

 Contributes steadily to the group discussion throughout the 

meeting, but does not dominate the discussion. 

  

   

 Does not withdraw from the group interaction.  

 
   

 Does not introduce unproductive tangents.  

 
   

 Helps provide task leadership functions for the group.  

 

   

 Helps provide social leadership functions for the group. 

 
   

 Gives thoughtful positive comments about solutions under 

consideration.  

 

   

 Helps make sure that the pre-established criteria are being 

used to evaluate solutions.  

 

   

 Helps to point-out the disadvantages and/or drawbacks of 

solutions.  

 

   

 

Comments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________/2  pts for Individual Performance 
 



Part III – Create a Topic Poster for Display and an Educational Activity (15 pts) –  
*Due Wednesday, 2/25. 
 
Directions:   

1) Based on their research, each group is expected to design a poster board that summarizes and illustrates 

the theme of the educational booth.  Use the traditional poster board size.  The board should boldly 

display the country’s name and/or problem. 

2) Each group should create/design an activity that each walker can participate in as they stop at the 

educational booth.  The activity might be a simple display that encourages questions from the walkers, 

such as a jar of dirty drinking water and a jar of clean drinking water, or an actual activity that the 

walkers can stop and do, such as playing a game.  The activity should be very simple due to the limited 

amount of time the walkers have to spend at each booth.  Not all walkers will want to participate in the 

activity. 

Posters are a special type of presentation. The purpose of the poster is to present ideas to the participants 

walking past your table. In poster presentations the presenter usually stands next to the poster, thus allowing for 

passers-by to engage in one-on-one discussions with the presenter. Often the audience has distractions of noise 

and movement from other people. Unlike most presentation where visual aids support the words, with posters, a 

few words support the visuals.  At their best, posters are visual representation of ideas, not just your research 

tacked onto the board.   

So what then makes for an effective poster?  

 

First, the title of an effective poster should quickly orient the audience.  
1. Make the title the most prominent block of text on the poster (either center or left justify at the top). 

2. Do not typeset the title in all capital letters (such text is difficult to read). 

3. Use small words such as of, from, with, to, the, a, an, and and to separate details in the title. 

 

Second, the poster should quickly orient the audience to the subject and purpose. One good test is whether 

the audience recognizes the subject and purpose within 20 seconds of seeing the poster. Usually, a poster 

accomplishes this goal with a well-crafted title and with supporting images. Also, make sure that the type is large 

enough to be read and that enough contrast exist between the color of the type and poster's background. 

 

Third, you should design the individual sections of a poster so that they can be quickly read. Given the 

distractions that occur while reading the poster should not contain large blocks of text. Neither should the poster 

contain long sentences. If possible, the sections should rely on images: photographs, drawings, and graphs.  

 

Fourth, all photos should have a colored mat behind them to help them stand out.  Put a brief caption under 

each photo or group of photos. 

Source:  Alley, Michael.  “Writing Guidelines for Engineering and Science Students.”  Last updated March, 

2008.  Date retrieved:  February 2, 2010.  http://writing.engr.psu.edu/posters.html  

  

http://writing.engr.psu.edu/posters.html


Part IV – Participate in CROP Walk (35 pts) –  
 
Each student will sign up to work a shift at the Austin Crop Walk.  You will work at the booth that correlates 
with your problem solving group.  ***Attendance at the CROP Walk is required to receive a passing grade on 
this assignment.  Those not able to attend the Walk will be required to write a research paper on the 
importance of service learning in the college environment.***  Late penalties will apply if you show up late to 
the CROP Walk or leave early, 10 pts for every hour. 

 
o Sunday, March 1, 2015 (1:15 pm – 5:00 pm).  

 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Part V – Write a Reflection Journal and Complete Evaluation (10 pts) –  
 
*Due Wednesday, 3/4/15. 
 
The reflection paper is one in which you analyze your work in the community and connect your experience to 
your classwork and to your personal growth.  The journal also includes a self-evaluation form which helps you 
identify what you did well and what you want to improve on as a group participant.  The evaluation also allows 
you to provide input on the participation of other group members.   
 
Directions:  Write a full 1 page journal (minimum 300 words) covering the following topics.  Put the word count 
on the journal. 

Individual reflection: 
 
1. What did you learn from this activity about the problem you were assigned? 
2. What did you learn about your ability to interact with a group? What did you do well?  What would 

you like to improve upon for your next group interaction? 
3. What did you learn about the role of public speaking in the community? 
4. Do you feel as if you and/or your group made a difference in the big picture of things? 
5. Would you recommend this activity for future classes?  What were the pros/cons of the project? 

 
Team Member reflection: 
1.  Who was in your team? 
2.  How did the group members work together, overall? Did the team have synergy?  If yes, how did 
you recognize it?  If no, what would you change to improve the team synergy? 
3.  To what extent were the social and task roles fulfilled?  Was there a healthy balance?  Did any go 
unfilled?   
4.  Were you able to have your ideas and opinions listened to by others? 
5.  Did any members fulfill dysfunctional roles?  If yes, what were they and how did the group handle 
the situation?  This is the place to tell me if any member was not a productive team member or didn’t 
pull his/her weight. 

  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 



Grading Matrix – all points are based on each part being submitted on time.  Penalties apply for 

late wk. 

 

Part I – Research summary and bibliography (25 pts): 
a) Duration of the problem  
b) Causes of the problem - Identify at least three causes. 
c) Effects of the problem – Identify at least three effects. 
d) Possible solutions to the problem – Identify a minimum of at least three possible solutions to the 

problem. 
e)  Typed. 
f)  Followed structured format – each step labeled. 
g)  Error-free spelling, grammar and punctuation. 
h)  Work cited page/bibliography submitted and completed correctly. 

 

 
Part II - Grading of Group Discussion – see grading form (15 pts) 

a) Participated in each step of the discussion to earn points. 
b) Listened well to others. 
c) Allowed others to participate. 

 
 
Part III – Create poster and educational activity for use at CROP Walk (15 pts) 

a) Poster was creative and attractive. 
b) Poster had captions under all photos. 
c) Photos were framed with colored paper. 
d) Activity related to small group topic. 
e) Activity was engaging. 
f) Activity was appropriate for all ages. 

 
 
Part IV - Participate in CROP Walk (35 pts) - Sunday, March 1st (1:15 pm – 5:00 pm).  
 a)  Arrived on time 
 b)  Stayed entire shift 
 c)  Actively participated and interacted with attended 
 d)  Shared knowledge with participants 
   

Part V -  Reflection Journal and Evaluation (10 pts) 

a) Addressed all questions and topics in assignment. 
b) Typed and free of grammatical errors 
c)   Met minimal word count 

  



Name:  ______________________________________ 

Leadership Behavior Self-Assessment (Separate Homework Grade) 

Complete the Leadership Behavior Self-Assessment  below.  Tally your scores on the back side of the survey 

and set a goal for yourself for this project relating to leadership and group roles.   Make certain to identify how 

you plan to achieve that goal. 

Instructions:  Each of the statements below describes aspects of leadership.  Write in the number from the 

following rating scale that best describes how often you would engage in these behaviors if you were part of a 

problem-solving group.  Make sure your responses indicate thought and analysis. (5pts) 

           1                             2                               3                                  4                            5  

        Never  Seldom        Occasionally         Frequently             Always 

When I am a member of a problem-solving group… 

1.            I ____ offer facts, give my opinions and ideas, and provide suggestions and relevant information to 

help the group discussion. 

2.            I ____ warmly encourage all members of the group to participate, giving them recognition for their 

contributions, demonstrating receptivity and openness to their ideas, and being generally friendly and 

responsive. 

3.            I ____ ask for facts, information, opinions, ideas, and feelings from the group members to help the 

group discussion. 

4.            I ____ try to persuade members to analyze constructively their differences in opinions and ideas, 

searching for common elements in conflicting or opposing ideas or proposals, and trying to reconcile 

disagreements. 

5.            I ____ propose goals and tasks in order to start action within the group. 

6.            I ____ try to relieve group tension and increase the enjoyment of group members by joking, 

suggesting breaks, and proposing fun approaches to group work. 

7.            I ____ give direction to the group by developing plans on how to proceed with group work and by 

focusing members’ attention on the tasks to be done. 

8.            I ____ help communication among group members by showing good communication skills and by 

making sure that what each member says is understood by all. 

9.            I ____ pull together related ideas or suggestions made by group members and restate and summarize 

the major points discussed by the group. 

10.       I ____ ask members how they are feeling about the way in which the group is working and about 

each other, as well as share my own feelings about group work and the way the members interact. 

11.       I ____ coordinate group work by showing relationships among various ideas or suggestions, by 

pulling ideas and suggestions together, and by drawing together activities of various subgroups and 

members. 

12.       I ____ observe the process by which the group is working and use my observations to help in 

examining the effectiveness of the group. 

13.       I ____ determine why the group has difficulty in working effectively and what blocks progress in 

accomplishing the group’s goals. 



14.       I ____ express group standards, norms, and goals in order to make members constantly aware of the 

direction in which the work is going – the progress being made toward the group goal – and in order to get 

continued open acceptance of group norms and procedures. 

15.       I ____ energize the group by stimulating group members to produce a higher quality of work. 

16.       I ____ listen to and serve as an interested audience for other group members, weighing the ideas of 

others and going along with the movement of the group when I do not disagree with its action. 

17.       I ____ examine the practicality and workability of the ideas, evaluate the quality of alternative 

solutions to group problems, and apply decisions and suggestions to real situations in order to see how 

they will work. 

18.       I ____ accept and support the openness of other group members, reinforcing them for taking risks 

and encouraging individuality in group members. 

19.       I ____ compare group decisions and accomplishments with group standards, measuring 

accomplishments against goals. 

20.       I ____ promote the open discussion of conflicts between group members in order to resolve 

disagreements and increase group cohesiveness. 

  Scoring the Leadership Behavior Self-Assessment (5pts) 

1.            Enter the scores for each of the question items listed above in the two columns below.  For example:   

          whatever score you gave yourself for question #1 above, rewrite that score for item #1 below. 

2.            Add the scores for each column to receive a “Task” and “People” score. 

3.            The higher your score, the more competent you are at Task and People leadership. 

 Task Roles  People (Social/Maintenance) Roles 

             1. information & opinion-giver              2.  participation encourager 

             3. information & opinion-seeker              4.  harmonizer & compromiser 

             5. starter              6.  tension reliever 

             7. direction-giver              8.  communication helper 

             9. summarizer              10. emotional climate evaluator 

             11. coordinator              12. process observer 

             13. diagnosis-giver              14. standard setter 

             15. energizer              16. active listener 

             17. reality-tester              18. trust builder 

             19. evaluator              20. interpersonal problem-solver 

                  Total Task                   Total People 

MUST COMPLETE:  Write a specific goal you have for this group interaction.  What individual roles from above do 

you want to improve on as a group member and HOW do you plan to achieve that goal?  Use concepts from the textbook 

and class discussion all semester long to develop your plan.  Submit this survey assessment with the research summary 

& bibliography. 


